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The world of man was brought to its knees with the zombie apocalypse. A hundred and fifty years
have passed since man clawed and climbed his way back from the brink of extinction. Civilization
has rebooted, man has begun to rebuild, creating new communities and society. It is on this fragile
new shaky ground that a threat worse than the scourge of the dead has sprung... Once again, one
man finds himself once thrust into the forefront of a war he wants nothing to do with and seemingly
cannot win. Follow along as Michael Talbot attempts to thwart the rise of the werewolf...
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Once again, Mike Talbot get himself in a whole heap of trouble! Of course, through no fault of his
own doing - of course not! LOL - he has survived the zombie fallout, watched his family die and
what is he left with but his own sarcasm and no one to dish it out to - until Tommy and Azile bring
him back from the "dead" and show him that he is the ONLY person to "save the world" (once
again).Now, we can only hope Talbot gets out of his own way and help his friends, and, with the
help of new friends and a new puppy - he gets down to business of saving the world the Talbot
way!Not everything that goes bump in the night is a vampire or zombie - now, we have to deal with
Lycanthropes and Werewolves! Woo-hoo!!Great story and a great beginning to a new series from
Mark Tufo.You don't have to have read the zombie fallout series to enjoy this new series by Mark
Tufo. Mark brings the crazy back - and in a whole new way of goodness!Enjoy! Go Read A Book!

If you loved the Zombie Fallout series, you will love this book just as well and be begging for more

when it ends. Mike Talbot is a character we can all relate to. He's not perfect, he probably even
needs a Prozac the size of a tennis ball most of the time, but hey...wouldn't you in his shoes? It
would help to understand some of the past references if you read the Zombie Fallout series first, but
I think the story can stand on it's own as well. I can not put this book down. Makes for some sleepy
times at work the next day....damn you Mark Tufo!! JK, love you dude! At 55 years old I can tell
people my favorite author writes Zombie fiction (and alien, and vampire and werewolf). I think that
might actually make me the COOLEST grandma on the block!!!

Mark Tufo has proved to many that he is an amazing author, and the Zombie Fallout series is must
read. Lycan Fallout takes place long after the zombies have come and gone, but the main character
Mike Talbot is still alive and kicking. Only now he is kicking lycan and werewolf butt instead of
zombies. You see Mr Talbot is a vampire. Although not a regular vampire you may be used to, but
due to certain events that happened in Zombie Fallout series he is doomed to walk the earth
immortal, trying to find a way to regain his soul so he can join his friends and family in the great
beyond.The zombie series will help you understand events in this book, but it is not a requirement
that you read these to understand this story. This is a new take on lycans. After zombies almost
eliminated mankind from the face of the earth lycans see this as their opportunity to ban together
and take what is theirs, no longer living in the shadows of man. Lycans have resorted to creating
werewolfs to help wipe what is left of the world of men. Werewolfs and lycan throughout history
have been seen as the same thing, but in this story werewolfs follow the ancient story of men
turning into a half man half wolf hybrid creature during a full moon, where lycans are born the way
they are and can turn anytime they want.Michael Talbot must venture out across the barren ruins of
the old world in order to protect what is left of humans. Some living in small towns trying to rebuild
what once was. With the help of Tommy, the other immortal vampire Talbot is literally mankind's
only hope if they wish to remain from being extinct. This book sounds like the first in hopefully many
to come like the Zombie Fallout series

I enjoyed this book very much. After reading all of the Zombie Fallout books as well as the Indian
Hill series, it was so great to read about Mike again and hear more of his story. I loved the new
characters and how some of them tied in to the old ones from the other books. On top of everything
else, Mike can make me laugh! All of Mr. Tufo's books are very well written and you find yourself
invested in the characters right from the start. I would highly recommend any of his series (oh and
don't forget the Timothy and Riley series' - also awesome).

I love this authorâ€™s books, and recently read the Zombie Fallout series. Mike Talbot is my all-time
favorite character. This book continues with Mikeâ€™s jokes, sarcasm, bluntness, and funny
thoughts.It is 150 years after Zombie Fallout series. It was difficult at first seeing Mike devastated
and without purpose as he continued to mourn his family and friends. Oggie is a wonderful surprise
and gives Mike someone to care for and love. Tommy is still Tommy and Eliza is back, and such an
old soul. She has really matured and is so wise and caring. I loved seeing her return. There are new
characters who I think you'll come to love as much as those in the Zombie Fallout series. The Lycan
are terrifying, much more dangerous and destructive than zombie ever were (and there may be a
zombie or two lurking about).This is another amazing book from a talented and brilliant author. You
wonâ€™t go wrong with this book. Lots of action, humor, horror, and a good read that will be over
before you know it, and youâ€™ll be left wanting more.

I was excited the whole time I was reading Mike Talbot's new adventure! He's matured as has his
cynicism! I had to send messages to the wonderful author a couple times, just to thank him for a
grand new read! I can not stress loud enough, read this man's works and travel with Mike Talbot's
adventures in parallel universes and places. I also really liked how this novel linked back to ZF
series..... I bow to a magical storyteller! I can't give anything away, it is so worth the reading!
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